WORKING GROUP STRUCTURAL EQUATION MODELING 2017
Working Group Structural Equation Modeling

Goal:

- discuss problems and developments of structural equation modeling

History:

- founded in 1986
- different locations in Germany, Netherlands, and Switzerland
- meetings have an informal character
- until 1999 meetings take place biannually and from 2007 meetings take place annually
- more information:
  - Ask Jost Reinecke or Peter Schmidt
  - [http://www.uni-bielefeld.de/soz/personen/reinecke/wg_sem/index.html](http://www.uni-bielefeld.de/soz/personen/reinecke/wg_sem/index.html)
Ghent: 2017

Venue: old former Dominican monastery in the middle of the historic city of Ghent
Program

Today:

- talks until 17:15
- 17:15-17:45 Meeting of the Working Group
- 19:00-22:00 Conference dinner ‘Oude Vismijn’

Tomorrow:

- talks from 9:00 until 17:45
- optional drinks and food somewhere in the city center

Talks will be about 30 minutes including 10 to 15 minutes for discussion
Restaurant
Enjoy the meeting
Yves Rosseel & Mariska Barendse

Thanks to ‘Facultair Onderzoeksfonds’